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The DEAP-3600 experiment is searching for WIMP dark matter with a 3.3 tonne single phase35

liquid argon (LAr) target, located 2.1 km underground at SNOLAB. The experimental signature of36

dark matter interactions is keV-scale 40Ar nuclear recoils (NR) producing 128 nm LAr scintillation37

photons observed by PMTs. The largest backgrounds in DEAP-3600 are electronic recoils (ER)38

induced by β and γ-rays originating from internal and external radioactivity in the detector material.39

A background model of the ER interactions in DEAP-3600 was developed and is described in this40

work. The model is based on several components which are expected from radioisotopes in the LAr,41

from ex-situ material assay measurements, and from dedicated independent in-situ analyses. This42

prior information is used in a Bayesian fit of the ER components to a 247.2 d dataset to model the43

radioactivity in the surrounding detector materials.44

While excellent discrimination between ERs and NRs is reached with pulse shape discrimina-45

tion, detailed knowledge of the ER background and activity of detector components, sets valuable46

constraints on other key types of backgrounds in the detector: neutrons and alphas.47

In addition, the activity of 42Ar in LAr in DEAP-3600 is determined by measuring the daughter48

decay of 42K. This cosmogenically activated trace isotope is a relevant background at higher energies49

for other rare event searches using atmospheric argon e.g. DarkSide-20k, GERDA or LEGEND. The50

specific activity of 42Ar in the atmosphere is found to be 40.4 ± 5.9 µBq/kg of argon.51

† Deceased.
∗ Currently: Nuclear Science Division, Lawrence Berkeley Na-

tional Laboratory, Berkeley, CA 94720 § deap-papers@snolab.ca
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I. INTRODUCTION52

Strong evidence suggests dark matter accounts for53

84.5% of the matter and 26.8% of the total energy den-54

sity in the universe [1]. Weakly interacting massive par-55

ticles (WIMPs) are a favored candidate for particle-like56

dark matter and can be searched for with direct detection57

via elastic nuclear scattering on target materials in low-58

background experiments. DEAP-3600 is searching for59

WIMP dark matter with a 3.3 tonne single phase liquid60

argon (LAr) target, 2070 m underground (6000 meters61

water equivalent flat overburden) at SNOLAB in Sud-62

bury, Canada. The muon flux at this depth is reduced63

by about 8 orders of magnitude compared to sea level [2].64

DEAP-3600 is described in detail in [3]. It consists of a65

spherical acrylic vessel (AV) which holds the target liquid66

argon. The spherical volume is filled to approximately67

30 cm from the top. The inside of the acrylic vessel is68

coated with a 3 µm-thick layer of 1,1,4,4-tetraphenyl-1,3-69

butadiene (TPB) which converts argon scintillation light70

to the visible region (∼420 nm). 255 Hamamatsu R591271

high quantum efficiency photomultiplier tubes (PMTs)72

view the LAr volume via 19-cm diameter light guides73

(LGs) which are bonded to the vessel. The space be-74

tween the light guides is filled with blocks of alternating75

layers of high-density polyethylene (HDPE) and Styro-76

foam. These filler blocks (FBs) provide neutron shield-77

ing and thermal insulation. The detector is in a spherical78

3.4 m-diameter stainless steel shell which is immersed in a79

cylindrical water tank of 7.8 m height and diameter. The80

data acquisition, built in the MIDAS [4] framework, is81

triggered and reads out individual PMT waveforms with82

single photoelectron sensitivity. A cross-sectional view of83

components relevant to this work is given in Fig. 6.84

DEAP-3600 detects LAr scintillation light from parti-85

cle interactions and separates electronic recoil (ER) back-86

grounds from nuclear recoil (NR) WIMP-like events us-87

ing pulse-shape discrimination (PSD) [5]. In this work,88

we use the PSD parameter Fprompt, defined as the ra-89

tio of the prompt light to the total light intensity of an90

event. We use a prompt window 150 ns in length and a91

total event window of 10 us. This window is identical to92

the analysis in [6] and is more appropriate for the high93

energy events studied in this work than the shorter win-94

dow recently used in [7]. The light intensity is measured95

in photo electrons (PE) detected across the PMT array.96

The number of PE in each pulse is determined by divid-97

ing the pulse charge by the mean charge of a single PE98

in the PMT [8].99

NRs dominantly cause the creation of the singlet state100

of the argon dimer molecule, which decays in 6−7 ns. The101

ER events dominantly yield excited dimers in the triplet102

state which decay with a time constant of approximately103

1.4 µs. Thus, NR events have an average Fprompt value104

of approximately 0.7 while ER events have an average105

Fprompt value of approximately 0.28.106

For the purpose of this analysis, ER refers to events107

caused by electromagnetic interactions in the argon, in-108

cluding the passage of fast electrons from β-decay and109

from γ-ray interactions such as pair production, Comp-110

ton scattering, and the photoelectric effect. Muon tracks111

in the liquid argon are rare, result in very large signals112

and are not considered here. Cherenkov radiation can be113

produced by the same ER interactions relevant for this114

work but is vastly subdominant compared to the scin-115

tillation signals at the considered energies, and is thus116

ignored.117

The argon target used in DEAP is sourced from the118

earth’s atmosphere and contains three stable isotopes:119

40Ar (99.60%), 38Ar (0.06%) and 36Ar (0.33%), where120

values in parenthesis denote the isotopic abundances [9].121

In the even-even nucleus 36Ar a single electron capture122

is energetically forbidden but a decay via double elec-123

tron capture - a second-order process similar to dou-124

ble β-decay - can occur. Currently, the best limit on125

the half-life for the neutrinoless decay mode in 36Ar is126

T1/2> 3.6× 1021 yr (90% credibility interval) [10].127

The argon target also contains three unstable but long-128

lived cosmogenic isotopes: 42Ar (T1/2=32.9 ± 1.1 yr),129

39Ar (T1/2=269 ± 3 yr) and 37Ar (T1/2=35.04 ± 0.4 d).130

The vast majority of events in DEAP-3600 are ERs131

from the β-decay of 39Ar, intrinsic to atmospheric argon132

with a measured specific activity of 1.01 ± 0.02(stat) ±133

0.08(syst) Bq/kg (WARP collaboration [11]) and 0.95±134

0.05 Bq/kg (ArDM collaboration [12]). 39Ar dominates135

the ER background by approximately a factor of 100 up136

until its endpoint at 565±5 keV. The β-decay of 42Ar and137

its daughter 42K have approximately 4 orders of magni-138

tude less specific activity than 39Ar and its precise con-139

centration in atmospheric argon is not well determined140

[13–16]. Especially the daughter decay of 42K is a dom-141

inant background in neutrinoless double beta decay ex-142

periments using argon as shielding such as GERDA and143

LEGEND. A dedicated analysis of the 42Ar activity in at-144

mospheric argon is presented in this work. The electron145

capture of 37Ar has a relatively short half-life compared146

to experimental time scales and only emits X-rays up to147

2.8 keV. It is not considered in this work.148

The main direct backgrounds for the WIMP search are149

(1) α-decays on the surface of the detector in which only150

a fraction of their energy is deposited in scintillating ma-151

terial, (2) neutron interactions, which produce recoiling152

argon nuclei similar to WIMP interactions, and (3) ER153

events that are misidentified as NR. DEAP-3600 was de-154

signed so that each of these background components ac-155

counts for less than 0.2 events in a 3000 kg×yr exposure156

after fiducialization for the WIMP search [3].157

The dominant source of neutron emission in the de-158

tector is from (α,n) reactions in the borosilicate glass159

of the PMTs. The activity from α-decays in the 238U160

and 232Th chains can be constrained by measuring the161

γ-rays within the ER background model. In addition, the162

overall neutron flux in the surrounding detector material163

results in (n,γ) reactions producing γ-rays with energies164

up to approximately 10 MeV, which are measured.165

In this paper a model is developed for the ER back-166
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grounds in DEAP-3600 for data collected in the first year167

of operation. Expected background contributions are fit168

to the data in a Bayesian framework, in order to ob-169

tain information on the activity or specific activity of170

detector components. In Sec. II the dataset and cuts for171

pile-up rejection and data cleaning are explained, along172

with the energy calibration of ER events. Sec. III dis-173

cusses in detail the components used in the model and174

how they were simulated in a Geant4-based [17] Monte175

Carlo (MC) simulation framework. The analysis of the176

background decomposition is described in Sec. IV. The177

results and the validation of the analysis are given in178

Sec. V and VI. Finally, Sec. VII discusses a dedicated179

analysis of the 42Ar concentration in atmospheric argon,180

looking at the contribution of its daughter 42K to the ER181

background above the 2614.5 keV γ-line of 208Tl.182

II. DATA SELECTION183

A. Data Set and Cuts184

This paper uses an open data set taken between185

November 1, 2016 and October 31, 2017. The lifetime186

for physics data taken in that timeframe is 247.2 days187

after data quality checks†.188

This analysis uses a small set of cuts designed to189

remove instrumental artifacts and event pile-up, while190

keeping scintillation events with high acceptance and lit-191

tle energy- and position-dependence within the detector.192

Therefore, fiducial volume cuts are not used.193

Events are selected under the following conditions. (1)194

The trigger is derived from LAr PMTs, excluding muon195

veto triggers and pulser events. (2) A series of low-196

level criteria are met: no pile-up between different trigger197

types, the DAQ was in a ready state, the pulse-finding al-198

gorithm was successful, and events had a stable baseline.199

The low-level cuts remove < 0.1% of events. (3) No pile-200

up was detected by any of the following pile-up criteria:201

a template fit finds more than one scintillation-like sig-202

nal in the recorded event, the reconstructed “time zero”203

of an event lies outside a narrow window defined by the204

trigger time, the recorded PMT signals before the trigger205

time have ≥ 3 PE, and the event occurs less than 20 µs206

after the previous event. The pileup cuts reliably remove207

pile-up events separated by more than 0.5 µs. With a208

trigger rate of 3170 Hz, the detected and removed pile-209

up fraction is 5.4%. The fraction of un-detected pile-up210

within 0.5 µs is 0.15% and thus negligible. The removed211

pile-up fraction is an input to the detection efficiency in212

the background model on which we assume a conservative213

10% systematic uncertainty.214

†This paper includes approximately 0.5 days more exposure than [7].
This corresponds to short runs in which the trigger efficiency at low
energy was not sufficiently well determined for WIMP analysis.

FIG. 1. Top: Fprompt vs. PE spectrum of the dataset after
sequence of cuts and before energy calibration. The horizontal
lines illustrate the selected Fprompt region for this work. The
color scale denotes counts per 100 PE and 0.005 Fprompt bin.
Bottom: Selected ER events. The fit functions of the two
prominent background γ-lines at 1460.8 keV from 40K and at
2614.5 keV from 208Tl are shown as well as the mean value.

All selected events in the dataset are shown in a215

Fprompt vs. PE plot in the top panel of Fig. 1. A NR216

band can be seen at high Fprompt values between 0.6 and217

0.8, mainly populated by α-decays. An ER band emerges218

at low Fprompt values between 0.2 and 0.4. Below the ER219

band is a population of events caused by α-decays in220

the gaseous argon above the liquid level, most prominent221

between approximately 10000 to 15000 PE. The horizon-222

tal dashed lines illustrate the ER event selection for this223

work. The lower panel of Fig. 1 shows the projection of224

the selected ER events with the 1460.8 keV γ-line from225

40K and the 2614.5 keV γ-line from 208Tl highlighted.226

B. Energy Calibration227

The DAQ system, including PMT gain and amplifi-228

cation, is optimized for small signals from low-energy229

WIMP interactions. Thus the energy calibration used230

for the WIMP analysis is not necessarily appropriate for231

high-energy signals as clipping of the waveform readout232

and PMT saturation must be considered.233

In this work an effective calibration is used. The γ-234

lines from 40K and 208Tl are used to define a quadratic235

function236

E = 0 + p1 × PE + p2 × PE2 . (1)

Other prominent γ-lines, e.g. from 214Bi, have secondary237

γ-lines within the peak resolution and are not suitable238

for precise calibration. In each run, the γ-lines are fitted239

with a Gaussian peak shape and an empirical background240

function consisting of two constants connected with an241

error function fixed to the mean and the width of the peak242

shape. The means of both γ-lines are extracted for each243

run with sufficient statistics. The mean peak position of244

the 2614.5 keV γ-line is plotted for 350 out of 402 runs245
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in Fig. 2, illustrating energy scale variations up to 2.5%.246

The effects of these variations are corrected by calibrat-247

ing the energy scale on a run-to-run basis. For 52 runs248

with insufficient statistics, the previous run calibration is249

used. The spectrum obtained after calibrating each run250

to keV and then summing up the individual spectra is251

shown in Fig. 3. For use in the analysis, the calibrated252

energy spectrum is converted back into corrected photo-253

electrons (PEcorr) in which the quadratic term in Eq. 1254

is removed. The PEcorr energy scale, on which the fit is255

later performed, is also shown in Fig. 3.256

FIG. 2. The position of the 2614.5 keV peak from 208Tl for
runs in the dataset. 52 short runs with insufficient statistics
out of 402 total runs are not shown. Uncertainties of the
peak position are shown with a grey error band in the order
of 20 PE or 0.1%..

FIG. 3. Energy spectrum calibrated in keV and PEcorr.
Prominent energies are shown as vertical dashed lines. The
summation peaks of 208Tl are clearly visible and indicated
with arrows. In the energy calibration based on single γ-ray
peaks, the summation peaks are mis-calibrated as discussed
in the text.

Monte Carlo simulations are used to determine the en-257

ergy depositions in the LAr for each background com-258

ponent in the model. This energy deposition spectrum259

is convolved with an analytic detector response function260

(for energy scale and resolution) to obtain a spectrum261

that is compared with the linearized data in PEcorr.262

The energy calibration described above is based on263

peaks from single γ-rays. Events with more complicated264

topologies (e.g. summation peaks) have a more diffuse265

distribution of light and are thus less affected by non-266

linearities. Such an effect is observed for sources of 208Tl267

close to the LAr in which summations of the 2614.5 keV268

γ-ray with γ-rays at 583.2 keV, 860.6 keV or 1093.9 keV269

can occur as shown in Fig. 3.270

The effect of topology on the measured energy is em-271

pirically modeled in Monte Carlo with a correction term272

based on the radius of a sphere containing 90% of the de-273

posited energy (R90) as illustrated in Fig. 4. The R90 dis-274

tributions for simulated events from 208Tl decays in the275

AV bulk are shown in Fig. 5 (top). The single γ-line at276

2614.5 keV shows significantly lower R90 values peaking277

at around 10 mm, with an exponential tail towards larger278

spheres. The summation peaks, on the other hand, show279

wider distributions peaking at around 200 mm which are280

more dependent on the detector geometry and the dis-281

tance of the source. This behavior is used to construct282

an event by event energy correction E′ = E + ∆E in283

which ∆E is based on an empirical function of R90 and284

energy:285

∆E(E,R90) = E × (q0 + q1 ×R90 + q2 ×R2
90) . (2)

The parameters q0, q1, and q2 were manually determined286

to best match an example spectrum from a 208Tl source287

close to the LAr to data and set to 0, 1.4× 10−4 and288

−5.0× 10−8, respectively. The energy shift for 208Tl289

single and sum peaks is shown in Fig. 5 (bottom). A290

Gaussian resolution (
√
r × PEcorr) is applied to the sim-291

ulated spectra after the energy correction which already292

introduces intrinsic smearing for different event topolo-293

gies. The effective parameter r is later determined in an294

energy response fit.295

Using an analytical effective detector response allows296

for (1) high statistics Monte Carlo simulations without297

the computational cost of photon tracking; (2) simul-298

taneous fitting of background components and energy299

scale/resolution; and (3) different energy scales to be300

applied to internal and external components to model301

position dependencies and non-linearities at higher en-302

ergies. The mathematical construction of the empirical303

model conserves the total number of events for the ac-304

tivity estimation. However, the correction of the energy305

scale as well as the linearization of the response results306

in effective parameters which should only be interpreted307

in achieving an optimal match of simulations to data.308

III. BACKGROUND SOURCES309

The vast majority of ER background in DEAP-3600 is310

due to β-electron or γ-ray interactions with the LAr pro-311

duced by nuclear decays. The muon background is sub-312

dominant at the considered energies due to the low muon313

rate at SNOLAB and the low probability of short track314

length in the monolithic spherical detector. Background315

components can be roughly divided into sources inter-316

nal and external to the LAr. Internal backgrounds have317

nearly 100% probability of generating a signal, whereas318

external sources have a much lower probability. For inter-319

nal sources, the large LAr volume functions as a calorime-320
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FIG. 4. Illustration of different saturation effects for single
γ-rays and summation γ-ray interactions. For close sources
of 208Tl (green) it is more likely that two γ-rays enter the LAr
creating a broader spacial distribution of energy depositions
and scintillation light than for single γ-rays (red). A more dif-
fuse light distribution will expose the PMT array more evenly
and results in overall less saturation. These topologies are dis-
tinguished with the size of the R90 parameter as illustrated
by the circles.

ter, mostly detecting the total γ-ray and β energy of321

a decay. For external sources, primarily γ-rays are de-322

tected. However, for sources close to the LAr such as the323

AV itself, partial β and bremsstrahlung components can324

contribute to the observed energy. In addition, a small325

amount of Cherenkov light can add to the LAr scintilla-326

tion light for simultaneous energy depositions in LAr and327

non-scintillating optically transparent media such as the328

AV or LG acrylic as well as the PMT glass.329

Different source positions of the same nuclide can pro-330

duce degenerate experimental signatures in DEAP-3600.331

For instance, the single 1460.8 keV γ-ray from the elec-332

tron capture (EC) branch of 40K does not allow disen-333

tangling the activity of multiple components at different334

radii. In contrast, the multi-γ cascade of 208Tl decays335

allows for the determination of the distance between the336

source and the argon, using different probabilities of sum-337

mation γ-lines and different peak-to-peak ratios due to338

more strongly attenuated low energy γ-rays. Contribu-339

tions from the 235U decay chain are generally omitted in340

this analysis since its natural abundance is about a factor341

of 20 below that of 238U and the chain does not contain342

γ-rays with more than 5% emission probability above the343

39Ar β endpoint.344

The detector materials and their dominant background345

contributions are illustrated in Fig. 6. The material assay346

of individual components [18] is discussed in the appendix347

and listed in Tab. V and VI.348

FIG. 5. Top: R90 distribution at single and summation peak
energies for 208Tl decay from Monte Carlo simulations. Bot-
tom: The average shift in measured energy caused by the
topology.

A. Internal Sources349

Internal sources are expected to be homogeneously dis-350

tributed in the bulk of the LAr.351

39Ar LAr bulk and 42Ar/42K LAr bulk: 39Ar352

and 42Ar are long lived radioactive isotopes of argon,353

which have an approximately constant rate over the354

timeframe of the dataset. They are produced cosmo-355

genically and thus their specific activities are expected356

to be equal in any argon batch extracted from the at-357

mosphere. Both decays are unique first-forbidden β-358

decays to the ground state of the daughter with Q-359

values of 565± 5 keV and 599± 6 keV, respectively. 39Ar360

has a four order of magnitude higher specific activity361

than 42Ar and dominates the low energy spectrum in362

DEAP-3600. However, 42Ar decays are followed by de-363

cays of 42K (T1/2=12.355 ± 0.007 h), with a Q-value of364

3525.2 ± 0.2 keV, which dominates the energy spectrum365

above 2.6 MeV.366

85Kr (T1/2=10.739 ± 0.014 yr), a β emitter with a Q-367

value of 687.0 keV was previously found in LAr detectors368

[11, 19]; however, its specific activity depends on the LAr369
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purification and is thus unique to each experiment or370

measurement. A dedicated analysis has been performed371

searching for the 85K decay to the 514.0 keV excited state372

of 85Rb, with a probability of 0.434% and a half-life of373

1.02 µs. This decay mode would result in two correlated374

scintillation peaks in the same event trace. No evidence375

of 85Kr has been observed in the data, and an upper376

limit of 1.5 mBq/kg (90% CL) has been set. 85Kr is thus377

neglected in the ER model as subdominant compared to378

39Ar and other signals.379

220Rn LAr bulk and 222Rn LAr bulk: 220Rn380

(T1/2=55.6 ± 0.1 s) and 222Rn (T1/2=3.8235 ± 0.0003 d)381

enter the LAr via the piping of the process system and382

enhance the observed activity in the lower parts of the383

238U and 232Th chains, respectively. The activities of384

these isotopes are obtained from a dedicated in-situ α385

background analysis [6]. In this dataset the process sys-386

tems were isolated from the detector and the observed387

α-decays show a constant rate, indicating a source in the388

piping after the last valve or in the detector neck.389

The ER background response is mainly due to β-decay390

daughters of 214Bi and 208Tl, which have high Q-values391

of 3270 keV and 4999 keV, respectively. The 222Rn chain392

is broken at 210Pb (T1/2=22.2 ± 0.2 yr) which does not393

reach equilibrium within the dataset. The chain below394

210Pb is not considered in the background model.395

B. LAr Surface/TPB Layer/Acrylic Surface396

The analysis in [6] identifies 210Po decays, fed by 210Pb,397

on the TPB-acrylic interface and potentially in the first398

80µm of the acrylic bulk. For the ER background model399

considering β and γ-ray emission, these scenarios are ap-400

proximately identical.401

210Pb LAr surf: Only the 210Pb daughter 210Bi,402

with a Q-value of 1162 keV, is considered in the model.403

2.0 mBq originate from the TPB-acrylic interface and404

< 3.3 mBq from the acrylic bulk which are combined405

into one component.406

C. External Sources407

1. AV Bulk408

226Ra AV bulk and 232Th AV bulk: All β and409

γ-ray emitting isotopes below 226Ra in the 238U decay410

chain are considered as well as all such isotopes in the411

232Th chain, since even low energy γ-rays can enter the412

LAr from the AV. No evidence of 14C has been found in413

the acrylic using accelerator mass spectrometry [20] and414

14C is subsequently not considered in the model.415

220Rn RnEm and 222Rn RnEm: Radon can, in416

principle, emanate from materials inside the stainless417

steel shell and freeze out at the cold outer AV surface.418

This is a hypothetical component which is not included in419

the model but investigated as a systematic uncertainty.420

2. LG Bulk and FB Bulk421

232Th LG bulk and 232Th FB bulk: Both the422

LGs and FBs are known from screening to be low in423

radioactive contaminants. However, summation γ-lines424

from 208Tl can have a dominant effect in the spectrum425

above 2614.5 keV. The slightly different geometry of the426

LGs and FBs allows for some breaking of the degeneracy427

between them. Isotopes with a small Q-value and con-428

sequently low γ-ray energies such as 210Pb in the 226Ra429

chain and 228Ra in the 232Th chain cannot practically430

contribute to the spectrum in the detector and are not431

considered.432

3. PMTs433

The PMTs have the highest specific activity in434

DEAP-3600. PMT glass, PMT inner components, and435

PMT mounting components are individually tracked but436

summed and treated as one component in the fit, denoted437

“PMT all”. The individual PMT components are listed438

in Tab. VI in the appendix.439

226Ra PMT all, 232Th PMT all, and 40K PMT440

all: Activities from the primordial decay chains and 40K441

are considered.442

Neutron PMT glass: Neutrons created through443

(α,n) reactions in the borosilicate PMT glass are cap-444

tured in the surrounding material and create a variety of445

γ-rays in a variety of locations through (n,γ) reactions.446

This process is modeled in the simulation by generating447

neutrons calculated for 238U in borosilicate glass with448

SOURCES 4C [23]. The resulting ER spectrum from γ-449

rays from neutron capture processes is mostly flat, span-450

ning an energy range up to 10 MeV. The only distinct fea-451

ture is the 2224.5 keV γ-line from captures in 1H. (α,n)452

reactions from 238U are the dominant neutron source in453

DEAP-3600 and the resulting γ-ray spectrum serves as454

an approximated template in the model. Simulations in-455

dicate that spectra for (α,n) and spontaneous fission neu-456

trons from the 238U, 235U, and 232Th decay chains are457

similar to this template. In this analysis it serves only458

as a high-energy γ-ray spectrum and is not used for a459

neutron background prediction in DEAP-3600.460

4. The Stainless Steel Shell bulk461

Of the detector components considered in the model,462

the SSS is the furthest away from the active volume, but463

it also has the largest total mass. At the distance of the464

SSS, only isotopes with sufficiently high energy γ-rays465

create a detector response.466

226Ra SSS bulk and 232Th SSS bulk: For the467

226Ra chain, only 214Bi is simulated; for the 232Th chain,468

228Ac and 208Tl are simulated.469

60Co SSS bulk: In addition to the primordial iso-470

topes, significant amounts of 60Co are present in the SSS471
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and 60Co is therefore considered in the model.472

FIG. 6. Illustration of considered background components in
the detector setup (to scale). Shown are background source
positions from internal to far sources: liquid argon bulk (LAr
bulk), TPB-acrylic vessel interface (LAr surf), acrylic ves-
sel bulk (AV bulk), radon emanation towards the outer AV
surface (RnEm) light guide bulk (LG bulk), filler block bulk
(FB bulk), PMT components (PMT all), borosilicate glass of
PMTs (PMT glass), stainless steel sphere bulk (SSS bulk).
Also illustrated is the fill level, the attenuation length of
2614.5 keV and 1460 keV γ-rays in acrylic and LAr as well as
processes of neutron captures resulting in γ-rays.

5. Summary473

The components entering the background model are474

summarized in Tab. I. The first column shows the back-475

ground component indicating the radioactive isotope or476

decay chain in a certain detector part. Only overall dom-477

inant components are listed and their use in the model478

is indicated in the second column. For each component,479

only dominant isotopes are simulated which are shown in480

the third column. The fourth column shows the total ex-481

pected activity in the DEAP-3600 materials and is used482

as prior information in the fit. The quoted uncertainties483

combine the uncertainty on the assayed specific activity484

with the uncertainty on the total mass of the component.485

See also [3] for more information.486

D. Monte Carlo Simulations487

The DEAP-3600 geometry, including the surrounding488

hall at SNOLAB, is implemented in the simulation and489

analysis framework RAT [21] which is based on Geant4490

[17] version 9.6.p02. The full optical model developed491

for the dark-matter search analysis is not used here. Ra-492

dioactive decays are modeled with the event generator493

Decay0 [22] for each background component listed in494

Tab. I. The number of generated decays varies depending495

on the isotope and its distance from the LAr target. The496

simulated number of decays may be more or less than the497

expected number of decays in the data set. For example,498

for 39Ar and 42K in the LAr bulk and 214Bi and 208Tl in499

the PMTs, about 7× 1010, 6× 106, 5× 109, and 8× 108500

decays are expected in the dataset, respectively, whereas501

a total of 1× 107, 1× 107, 4.1× 107, and 4.3× 107 de-502

cays are simulated for these components. Geant4 hit503

positions and energy depositions are stored in optically504

sensitive volumes for further post-processing, including505

the empirical correction of the energy scale based on the506

event topology. Isotopes in the same decay chain are507

summed together, accounting for their branching ratios508

when secular equilibrium is assumed: e.g. the simulation509

of 208Tl is added with a weight of 0.3594 to the 232Th510

chain. The Monte Carlo energy depositions in the LAr511

are shown in Fig. 7 for selected background components.512

These are the base of the ER model and show the under-513

lying spectral features which are ultimately smeared out514

by the detector response. The vertical scaling illustrates515

the probability of a detected signal for a given decay of516

the head isotope in the background component.517

IV. FITTING METHODOLOGY518

Spectra from MC simulations of the individual back-519

ground components in Tab. I are matched to the PEcorr520

spectrum in the ER band in a combined fit. All compo-521

nents are scaled to livetime with the activity as a fixed522

or floated parameter in the fit. A floated activity can be523

constrained or free, depending on the prior information.524

The fit uses the Bayesian Analysis Toolkit (BAT) [24],525

which uses a Markov Chain Monte Carlo to extract poste-526

rior probability distributions based on prior probabilities527

and a user-defined likelihood function.528

The complete posterior probability p(λ|n) for the529

model with the set of parameters λ given the data n530

is obtained with Bayes’ Theorem connecting the likeli-531

hood p(n|λ) with the prior information for each param-532

eter p0(λ):533

p(λ|n) =
p(n|λ) · p0(λ)∫
p(n|λ) · p0(λ) · dλ

. (3)

The denominator normalizes the probability. The like-534

lihood is expressed as the product of Gaussian probabil-535

ities in each 200 PEcorr bin i to observe ni events, given536

the expectation µi, based on the model parameters λ,537

and its uncertainty σi:538
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TABLE I. Screening results for ER background components used in this document. The columns from left to right denote:
the head isotope of the decay chain and the location of the component; the use of the component in the model; the simulated
isotopes of the chain; the prior knowledge of the total activity in DEAP-3600; and a reference. The use of each component is
either (F) free parameter (C) set to constant (N) not included or (D) used in a dedicated analysis. The line “neutron PMT
glass” refers to n-capture γ-rays from all detector materials resulting from (α,n) reactions in the PMT glass from all α’s in the
238U chain.

Component Included Simulated Total activity Reference
in model? isotopes [Bq]

39Ar LAr bulk F 39Ar 3282 ± 340 [11]
42Ar/42K LAr bulk F 42Ar , 42K — —
222Rn LAr bulk C 214Pb, 214Bi (5.9 ± 0.7) × 10−4 [6]
220Rn LAr bulk F 212Pb, 212Bi, 208Tl (8.5 ± 4.9) × 10−6 [6]
210Pb LAr surf C 210Pb, 210Bi (2.2 ± 0.4) × 10−3 [6]
226Ra AV bulk F 214Pb, 214Bi, 210Pb, 210Bi < 0.08 [screening]
232Th AV bulk F 228Ra, 228Ac, 212Pb, 212Bi, 208Tl < 0.22 [screening]
40K AV bulk N 40K < 2.5 [screening]
222Rn RnEm D 214Bi < 1 [3]
220Rn RnEm D 208Tl < 1 [3]
226Ra LG bulk N 214Pb, 214Bi, 210Bi < 0.4 [screening]
232Th LG bulk F 228Ac, 212Pb, 212Bi, 208Tl < 1.3 [screening]
40K LG bulk N 40K < 4.6 [screening]
226Ra FB bulk N 214Pb, 214Bi, 210Bi < 1.5 [screening]
232Th FB bulk F 228Ac, 212Pb, 212Bi, 208Tl < 0.9 [screening]
40K FB bulk N 40K < 9.6 [screening]
226Ra PMT all F 214Pb, 214Bi, 210Bi 216 ± 24 [screening]
232Th PMT all F 228Ac, 212Pb, 212Bi, 208Tl 39 ± 4 [screening]
40K PMT all F 40K 454 ± 33 [screening]
neutron PMT glass F See caption — —
226Ra SSS bulk F 214Bi 10.6 ± 5.8 [screening]
232Th SSS bulk F 228Ac, 208Tl 9.7 ± 5.6 [screening]
60Co SSS bulk F 60Co 78 ± 11 [screening]

p(n|λ) =
∏
bin i

p(ni|λ) =
∏
bin i

1

2πσ2
i

· exp
(ni − µi)

2

2σ2
i

. (4)

µi is expressed as the sum of Monte Carlo expectations539

from each background component k in bin i, Pk(PEi),540

scaled with the activity of the component Ak and mul-541

tiplied with a global scale parameter S and its variation542

ε:543

µi = S · ε ·
∑
k

Ak · Pk(PEi). (5)

ε reflects the uncertainties in cut acceptance. σi is the544

uncertainty in bin i given by three components:545

σ2
i = ni +

(∑
k

wi,k

∑
lk

wlk ·NMC
i,lk

)2

+ (ni · σbin)
2
. (6)

The first is the statistical uncertainty of the expected546

number of events ni. The second is the sum over all547

statistical uncertainties in the simulated distributions548

NMC
i,lk

weighted by their component contribution in the549

i-th bin wi,k and their nuclide contribution in the back-550

ground component wlk . For example, the 208Tl Monte551

Carlo spectrum in the 232Th PMT component has a fixed552

wlk = 0.3594 given by its branching ratio in the decay553

chain and a wi,k which depends on the 232Th PMT con-554

tribution in bin i. The third component to σi is an ad-hoc555

uncertainty of σbin = 0.03 in each bin in order to stabi-556

lize the fit against small systematic effects in the energy557

calibration. The large number of events in the data and558

Monte Carlo simulations would require a highly accurate559

model (e.g. with sub percent precision in each bin at the560

2614.5 keV peak). The allowed bin-by-bin variation of561

3% was found to mitigate this problem while not artifi-562

cially inflating the posterior distributions.563

The prior information for the activity parameters is564

based on screening results or literature values and is listed565

further below together with the fit results in Tab. II.566

Three types of priors are distinguished (1) a Gaussian567

prior for measurements in which the mean of the Gaus-568

sian is the measured central activity value and the width569

is the 1σ activity uncertainty, (2) the upper half of a570

Gaussian in cases where only activity limits are known571

and (3) a flat prior for unbiased measurements or where572

no prior knowledge is available.573
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The k (free) activity parameters and the uncertainty574

on the global scale parameter ε span a k+ 1-dimensional575

parameter space. A prior probability of 0 is assigned to576

all negative activity values.577

The fit is performed in multiple stages to facilitate con-578

vergence and reduce the required computational time.579

The Markov Chain Monte Carlo adopted in BAT requires580

many sampling points in order to adequately map the581

posterior probability space. The dimensional complexity582

of the posterior increases with additional free parameters,583

so that a combined fit of all activity components and en-584

ergy response parameters was not feasible. Furthermore,585

when energy response parameters are included as free pa-586

rameters, each simulated distribution has to be rebinned,587

rescaled, and again smeared with a resolution response588

at each sampling point. This process tremendously in-589

creases the required CPU time.590

The general strategy for fitting is to treat the energy591

response as effective parameters and focus on extract-592

ing posterior activities based on their prior knowledge.593

Thus, the sequence is as follows: (1) Initially match the594

energy response parameters manually to data; (2) Per-595

form a preliminary fit with fixed energy response param-596

eters to obtain a good match of Monte Carlo simulations597

to data; (3) Fix the activity components from (2) and598

perform a full fit of energy response parameters; (4) Fix599

the energy response parameters from (3) and perform a600

component activity fit w.r.t. the original prior knowledge.601

This approach does not allow the calculation of parame-602

ter correlations between energy response and component603

activities. However, the energy scaling to PEcorr as de-604

scribed above does not allow a meaningful interpretation605

of the energy response parameters to begin with. For606

the energy calibration in step (3), an additional free lin-607

ear scaling parameter is allowed for the 39Ar component608

which removes tension in the fit due to its dominant num-609

ber of counts and its large Q-value uncertainty of 5 keV610

(0.9%). The fit finds a 0.4% shift in energy for 39Ar w.r.t.611

the other components. In the following, only step (4) is612

discussed and later different variations of these fits are613

performed to investigate systematic effects and different614

model assumptions. The fit is performed from 2000 to615

35000 in the linearized PEcorr unit.616

The global maximum of the extracted posterior distri-617

bution is the best fit value for each parameter. Further-618

more, the posterior distributions are marginalized w.r.t.619

each parameter in order to obtain the smallest connected620

68% credibility intervals (CI), which can be interpreted621

as individual 1σ parameter uncertainties. Finally, two-622

parameter-pair distributions are marginalized to under-623

stand parameter correlations.624

V. RESULTS625

The energy spectrum of the dataset and the fit results626

are shown in Fig. 8, along with the fit residuals. The627

ER background model describes the data well over 9 or-628

ders of magnitude and a wide energy range. The residual629

shows a few outlying bins. The confidence belts in the630

residual plot are based on the uncertainties used in the631

likelihood (Eq. 6) which do not include systematic effects632

from the energy scale and resolution. Discrepancies seen633

around steeply falling distributions at the 39Ar endpoint634

(565 keV), the 208Tl peak (2615 keV), and the summa-635

tion peaks around 3500 and 3750 keV are created by in-636

accuracies in the energy response model. These do not637

significantly influence the derived activity of the compo-638

nents.639

Tab. II gives the prior information and the fit results640

for each background component. The third column gives641

the global maximum i.e. the best fit value and the last642

column gives the central 68% credibility interval of the643

marginalized posterior distributions.644

The prior distributions entering the fit and the645

marginalized posterior distributions are shown in Fig. 9.646

The two-parameter pair posterior distributions are shown647

in Fig. 10 for selected components and are discussed in648

detail below.649

The first parameter in Fig. 9 is the global scale param-650

eter uncertainty ε with a Gaussian prior centered around651

1 with the width as the uncertainty of cut efficiencies.652

The posterior distribution follows the prior distribution653

and thus no knowledge update is obtained from the fit,654

but uncertainty correlations are naturally included in the655

activity results.656

The 39Ar activity has a prior probability distribution657

peaked at 3282 Bq with 10% uncertainty, from [11]. After658

the fit, the posterior probability distribution is found to659

have a peak at 3009 Bq with a 1% uncertainty or in660

a 68% credibility interval of [2977 − 3042] Bq which is661

about 10 times more precise than in [11]. However, since662

the fit is focused on the higher energy parts of the ER663

band starting at 290 keV and the residual plot shows664

unaccounted energy shape systematics in the 39Ar region,665

at this time we refrain from quoting this number as a666

new specific activity measurement in atmospheric LAr667

and defer to a dedicated future analysis.668

A flat prior is used for the 42Ar/42K activity in order669

to not rely on debated values in the literature. The pos-670

terior distribution has a width of about 2%, but excludes671

important systematics from the energy scale and the β-672

decay spectral shape. A dedicated analysis is presented673

in Sec. VII.674

222Rn and its short-lived daughters in the LAr bulk,675

as well as the 210Pb contribution on the LAr-TPB in-676

terface, are included in the model but fixed in the fit.677

Their activities were determined from dedicated α-decay678

analyses [6] and are negligible in the ER band. These679

components serve mainly an illustrational purpose. In-680

ternal 220Rn and its daughter 208Tl can create the high-681

est energy radioactive decay signals in DEAP-3600 with682

energies up to its Q-value of 4999.0 keV. The spectrum683

is dominated by two β shape contributions, as shown in684

Fig. 8: one where the 2614.5 keV γ-ray escapes the LAr685

and one where it is contained. However, at its highest686
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TABLE II. Bayesian fit results for activities are shown with the input priors. Columns denote from left to right: nuclides, decay
chain or subchain included in the model; prior information used in the fit; best fit results from the global maximum; central
connected 68% credibility interval of the marginalized parameter space or the 90% quantile in case of a limit. The input can
be Gaussian prior distributions (denoted by mean ± standard deviation), a flat distribution (denoted with [ ] brackets), or a
fixed value (denoted with = ). All priors are defined to be non-negative (i.e. Gaussian priors centered around zero denote upper
activity limits). The entry “neutron PMT glass” refers to the neutron production rate (in Hz) in a model where all neutrons
come from the PMT glass. See text for a discussion of systematic uncertainties in the PMT glass.

Component Input prior [Bq] Best fit [Bq] Central 68% interval [Bq]
39Ar LAr bulk 3282 ± 340 3009 [2977 − 3042]
42Ar/42K LAr bulk [0 − 0.3] 0.129 [0.126 − 0.131]
222Rn LAr bulk = 5.9 × 10−4 - -
220Rn LAr bulk (8.5 ± 4.9) × 10−6 7.4 × 10−6 < 13.7 × 10−6

210Pb LAr surf = 2.0 × 10−4 - -
226Ra AV bulk (0 ± 8) × 10−2 0 < 3.9 × 10−2 (90% CI)
232Th AV bulk (0 ± 22) × 10−2 1.5 × 10−2 [1.1 − 1.6] × 10−2

232Th LG bulk 0 ± 1.3 0.13 < 0.2 (90% CI)
232Th FB bulk 0 ± 0.9 0 < 0.27 (90% CI)
40K PMT all [500 − 1500] 776 [757 − 795]
226Ra PMT all 216 ± 24 136 [131 − 137]
232Th PMT all 39 ± 4 41.5 [38.1 − 44.4]
neutron PMT glass [0 − 5] × 10−2 1.47 × 10−2 [1.33 − 1.62] × 10−2

60Co SSS bulk 78 ± 11 45.0 [42.5 − 47.5]
226Ra SSS bulk 10.6 ± 5.8 4.9 < 12.9 (90% CI)
232Th SSS bulk 9.7 ± 5.6 43.0 [36.9 − 49.0]

significance at around 4.3 MeV, this component is more687

than an order of magnitude lower than the signal from688

γ-rays produced by neutron capture reactions. Thus, the689

sensitivity to 220Rn in the LAr bulk is small, and the690

posterior follows the prior information from the α-decay691

analysis as shown in Fig. 9.692

The external 232Th chain contribution with the693

2614.5 keV γ-line as its most dominant feature is shared694

between the close sources in the AV, LG and FB bulks695

as well as between far sources in the PMTs and the SSS696

bulk. All of these components are left floating in the fit,697

with prior constraints. The main discrimination power698

between sources close to and far from the LAr comes699

from the summation peaks. For the sources close to the700

LAr, only upper limits are available as input prior. The701

fit finds a significant source in the AV bulk at 15 mBq,702

compared to the previously known limit of < 220 mBq.703

The LG contribution is consistent with 0, but the best fit704

value is found at 134 mBq (see Fig. 8 and 9). No signifi-705

cant correlation of close sources (represented by the AV706

bulk concentration in Fig. 10) with far sources (PMT,707

SSS) is observed. The activity of 232Th in the sources708

far from the LAr is found to be significantly higher than709

expected, with strong correlations between the best fit710

activities in these sources. This additional 232Th activ-711

ity is mainly put into the SSS bulk due its less precise712

screening results and therefore wider prior distribution.713

For dark matter experiments such as DEAP-3600, it714

is important to understand uncertainties on the activi-715

ties in PMTs, as (α,n) reactions in borosilicate glass are716

a source of fast neutrons. Furthermore, the prior esti-717

mates for both the PMT components and the stainless718

steel in the fit were based on sample measurements which719

may not be completely representative of the whole. To720

address these concerns the fit was repeated twice: first,721

the contamination from 232Th in the stainless steel was722

fixed at its prior of 9.7 Bq and the contamination from723

PMT glass was allowed to float, resulting in an activity of724

58.0 Bq. Second, the activity of 232Th in the PMTs was725

fixed at the prior value of 39.0 Bq and the contamination726

in the SSS was allowed to float, resulting in a value of727

70.6 Bq. Including this systematic effect, the activity of728

the 232Th in the PMT glass is within the range of 38 to729

58 Bq.730

The dominant presence of 226Ra (subchain in the 238U731

decay chain) is expected to be in the PMTs and the SSS732

bulk. The most prominent features in the ER spectrum733

are the peaks from the 1764.5 keV and 2204.1 keV γ-rays734

from 214Bi. These features are dominated by the PMT’s735

contribution by about 2 orders of magnitude. For the736

AV bulk contribution only prior limits are known. The737

fit finds 0 as best fit value while being able to constrain738

the limit further. The PMT’s contribution is found to be739

a factor of 1.6 lower than the prior expectation which is740

about 3.3 σ lower than ex-situ assay values. This indi-741

cates a non-representative screening sample or a mislead-742

ing correlation with the less well-known SSS bulk activity.743

No strong correlation is observed with other background744

components, indicating that the sensitivity to this com-745

ponent is indeed coming from the γ-lines and not from746

the continuum in the spectrum.747

The single γ-ray from 40K does not allow disentan-748
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gling activities of components at different distances, i.e.749

from the AV, LGs, FBs, and the PMTs. Without an750

assumption of the source positions, the screening knowl-751

edge cannot be converted into a prior activity and thus752

a flat prior was chosen. All 40K events in the spectrum753

are interpreted as coming from the PMTs, which are ex-754

pected to have the highest activity. An effective activity755

of 776 Bq is determined, compared to an expected ac-756

tivity of 454 Bq. The discrepancy could be explained by757

lower activity sources closer to the target, i.e. the acrylic758

and PE material in the AV, LG and FB.759

The 60Co prior activity from screening the SSS is760

known with 15% precision. The fit finds a factor of 1.7761

lower activity than expected. This could be due to a762

non-representative screening sample.763

The component of γ-rays from neutron capture764

reactions is included into the fit with a flat prior. Their765

contribution is dominant above about 4 MeV, which766

allows a precise measurement without strong correlations767

with other sources in the fit. The γ-line from neutron768

capture on 1H at 2224.6 keV is clearly visible in the769

simulated spectrum, but subdominant compared to770

other signals in this region.771

772

Based on the full model, two dedicated fits were per-773

formed to investigate the hypothetical contributions of774

emanated 220Rn and 222Rn within the steel shell freez-775

ing out on the outer AV surface (see 220Rn RnEm and776

222Rn RnEm in Fig. 6). In a first fit, these compo-777

nent were added to the full model. The experimental778

signature is dominated by 208Tl and 214Bi, respectively,779

which differ only slightly in their summation peak ra-780

tios compared to other close components. The fit finds781

zero activity as best fit values, however, strong correla-782

tions with other close sources are observed. As a worst783

case scenario, a second fit without AV, LG, FB compo-784

nents was performed so that the 220Rn eman and 222Rn785

eman components account for all summation peak fea-786

tures. This fit finds 0.019 ± 0.001 Bq and < 0.06 Bq787

for 220Rn and 222Rn, respectively, which constrains the788

activity of radon daughters for (α,n) production close to789

the LAr target to < 0.02 Bq and < 0.06 Bq, respectively.790

VI. VERIFICATION WITH EXTERNAL791

GAMMA RAY SOURCES792

The analysis chain and Monte Carlo simulations were793

tested with a 232U calibration source in a source deploy-794

ment tube just outside the steel shell. 232U (T1/2=68.9±795

0.4 yr) decays into 228Th, emulating the lower part of a796

distant 232Th decay chain as might be seen from contri-797

butions in the SSS or the PMTs. The total trigger rate is798

only increased by 1.4% and does not significantly change799

the detector system during these calibration campaigns.800

Only 208Tl decays are simulated in the source since γ-801

rays from other 232U decay chain isotopes are strongly at-802

tenuated. The calibrated 232U source activity was 15.3±803

1.5 kBq leading to a 208Tl activity of 5.51± 0.55 kBq. A804

22.16 h source run was taken and analyzed using the same805

procedure as used for the standard dataset. The full ER806

background model was used, with all components, except807

for 39Ar, fixed to their best fit values. The activity of the808

232U source was given a flat prior and floated in the fit.809

The best fit value for the 232U source activity is 19%810

lower than expected from the datasheet of the source,811

though we point out that the activity stated on the812

datasheet has an uncertainty of 10%. The 68% confi-813

dence interval from the fit corresponds to 0.7% of the814

fit value, which does not include systematic uncertain-815

ties from positioning and missing details in the Geant4816

model of the steel shell. Small variations of the amount817

of water as well as screws and bolts can change the at-818

tenuation of γ-rays in-between the source and the LAr.819

Such uncertainties are expected to be much smaller for820

background components within the SSS whose positions821

are well known and have been carefully verified. We thus822

consider this a satisfactory validation of the model.823

VII. SPECIFIC ACTIVITY OF 42Ar AND 42K824

42Ar is present as a cosmogenic trace isotope in at-825

mospheric argon. The production mechanisms are (1)826

cosmic α-particles inducing (α,2p) reactions on 40Ar in827

the outer atmosphere and (2) double neutron capture828

40Ar(n,γ)41Ar(n,γ)42Ar. The production by process (1)829

is estimated to be dominant and constant over time with830

a 42Ar/40Ar ratio of ≈ 10−20 g/g [25], whereas the pro-831

duction via process (2) requires the high neutron flux832

from atmospheric nuclear weapon testing, which stopped833

in the 1980’s and can thus only account for a 42Ar/40Ar834

ratio of ≈ 10−22 − 10−21 g/g [26].835

Due to its long half-life of T1/2=32.9 ± 1.1 yr, 42Ar836

is well-mixed in the atmosphere, and its specific activ-837

ity today is constant in time. The short half-life of its838

daughter 42K (T1/2=12.4 h) means that the isotopes are839

in secular equilibrium. In DEAP-3600, 42K β-decays840

with 3525.2 ± 0.2 keV endpoint are easier to measure841

than 42Ar β-decays with 599± 6 keV endpoint.842

The concentration of 42Ar in atmospheric argon was843

measured in the past. Ashitkov et al. studied 42K decays844

with a LAr ionization detector [14, 15]. These data were845

re-analyzed by Barabash et al. [16]. The GERDA exper-846

iment [10] used HPGe detectors immersed in a large LAr847

tank to measure the specific activity. The different mea-848

surements of the 42K activity, collated in Tab. III, are in849

tension with each other. For the LAr ionization detector850

[16], the energy region between 3.1 and 3.6 MeV is used851

to count events coming from β’s in the tail end of the 42K852

spectrum, while subtracting events expected from back-853

grounds. An activity of 92+22
−46 µBq/kg is quoted where854

the background subtraction and energy calibration of this855

region are the largest sources of systematic uncertainties.856

In the GERDA experiment, the measured activity is857

extracted from a full background model fit, mainly sensi-858
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TABLE III. Previous results on specific activities of 42Ar in atmospheric LAr. The various detection techniques are indicated
with a simplified description.

Reference Year Technique Specific activity [µBq/kg]
Ashitkov et al. [14] 1998 LAr ion. det. < 61.4 (90% CL)
Ashitkov et al. [15] 2003 LAr ion. det. < 44.0 (90% CL)
GERDA collaboration [10] 2016 HPGe γ-spec. = 91+8

−20 - 168+22
−18

Barabash et al. [16] 2016 LAr ion. det. = 92+22
−46

This work 2019 scintillation = 40.4 ± 5.9

tive to the 1524.6 keV peak counts from the 42K excited859

state transition which has an 18% branching ratio. Dif-860

ferent model assumptions with different complexity yield861

results varying between 91+8
−20 and 168+22

−18 µBq/kg [10].862

The 42Ar concentration in LAr can be assumed homoge-863

neous, but GERDA observed that a fraction of the 42K864

daughters is charged after the initial 42Ar decay, and its865

concentration can be distorted by electric fields. Espe-866

cially in the case of GERDA with high voltage biased867

germanium detectors, this leads to the attraction of 42K868

ions towards the n+ surface of the detectors at positive869

2 to 4 keV [10]. The issue of 42K ion drift was miti-870

gated with a copper shroud around the detector strings,871

shielding the electric field, and the above activities are872

obtained assuming a homogenous 42K distribution.873

In DEAP-3600 no electric field is present and the 42Ar874

and 42K concentrations can be assumed homogeneous.875

The activity is extracted from the full ER background876

model fit, which is most sensitive in the region above877

2.8 MeV. Thus DEAP-3600 provides a third indepen-878

dent measurement with different systematic uncertainties879

which are explored below.880

The best fit of the total 42Ar/42K activity in the881

DEAP-3600 LAr is 0.129 Bq, which translates into a882

specific activity of 39.6 µBq/kg. The marginalized poste-883

rior distribution yields a width of about 2% uncertainty.884

However, systematic uncertainties dominate as follows.885

The decay of 42K results in a single β with an endpoint886

of 3.525 MeV, with 81.9% branching ratio. Thus it has a887

different topology, and different saturation effects, than888

the multiple γ-ray interactions of 208Tl sources close to889

the LAr, which is the dominant background for this mea-890

surement above 2.8 MeV. To estimate the uncertainty891

from the energy scale, the analysis was repeated with-892

out the topology corrections, resulting in a fit activity of893

0.113 Bq, or a 13% decrease. This is taken as the con-894

servative systematic uncertainty from energy scale uncer-895

tainties.896

The 42K decay is expected to be isotropic in the de-897

tector and will thus have different saturation effects than898

external single γ-rays which interact close to the edge of899

the detector. In order to estimate this effect, the default900

energy scale is used, except for the 42K component, which901

is assigned a free linear energy scaling parameter. The902

energy scale correction parameter for 42K is fitted be-903

tween 20000 and 34000 PEcorr simultaneously with the904

42K activity and the activity of the relevant contributions905

in this range. In this case, the energy scale of 42K is in-906

creased by 0.32% and the change in derived activity of907

42K is less than 0.8%.908

The 42K β-decay into the ground state of 42Ca is a909

2− to 0+ 1st-forbidden unique transition with theoreti-910

cal uncertainties on the spectral shape. The analysis was911

repeated with an allowed β spectrum used instead of the912

1st-forbidden spectrum. The best fit value changes to913

0.123 Bq ([0.120− 0.125] Bq in a 68% CI). We conserva-914

tively take this 4.7% shift as the systematic uncertainty915

from uncertainties in the spectral shape.916

Three additional uncertainties are considered which di-917

rectly affect the activity estimate: (1) uncertainty on the918

LAr mass in the detector, (2) uncertainty on the MC919

simulation, and (3) uncertainty on the age of the argon,920

measured from the time the argon was extracted from921

the atmosphere. The time from atmospheric extraction922

by the vendor to the start of data taking is estimated as923

0.5 yr but has a large uncertainty. Thus, the average age924

during the 1 yr dataset is about 1.0±0.5 yr which reduces925

the activity by 2.1 ± 1.0% with respect to atmospheric926

argon. All systematic uncertainties are summarized in927

Tab. IV.928

TABLE IV. Systematic uncertainties for 42Ar/42K activity
measurement.

Systematics Fraction of activity
Fit uncertainty 2%
MC simulation 3%
LAr mass 3.4%
Nuclear physics 4.7%
Energy scale < 0.8%
Topology correction 13%
Subtotal 14.7%
Age of LAr 1%

The measured specific activity of 42Ar/42K for LAr in929

DEAP-3600 is 39.6± 5.8 µBq/kg. Extrapolating back to930

the time of extraction from the atmosphere, the specific931

activity is estimated to be932

A = 40.4± 5.9 µBq/kg. (7)

This value is significantly lower than found in previous933

experiments [10, 16].934
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VIII. CONCLUSION935

Electromagnetic backgrounds are described for the936

DEAP-3600 detector. They are modeled over an energy937

range from 290 keV to 5 MeV and more than 9 orders of938

magnitude in vertical scaling. The activity of 42Ar in at-939

mospheric argon has been found to be 40.4± 5.9µBq/kg940

which is lower than measured in previous work and rep-941

resents a significant reduction in uncertainty.942

Of particular importance to the WIMP search, the943

activity in the PMT glass has been measured. In the944

Bayesian model, the best fit for 232Th activity was945

41.5 Bq (68% statistical credibility interval between 38.1946

and 44.4 Bq) and between 38 and 58 Bq after includ-947

ing systematic effects from correlations with the ac-948

tivity in the stainless steel shell. The activity of the949

226Ra subchain in the 238U decay chain was found to950

be 136 Bq (68% statistical credibility interval between951

131 and 137 Bq).952

In addition, the hypothetical contribution of emanated953

220Rn and 222Rn plated out on the outer AV surface could954

be constrained to < 0.02 Bq and < 0.06 Bq, respectively,955

for a worst-case scenario.956
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IX. APPENDIX1034

A. Material Assays1035

The specific radioactivities of the main materials are1036

shown in Tab. V along with the number of components in1037

DEAP-3600 and their total mass. The specific activities1038

are quoted as 90% upper limits for measurements below1039

the assay sensitivity and with 1σ uncertainties otherwise.1040

1041

Special care is taken for the PMTs which contain sev-1042

eral materials with high specific activity. Individual1043

PMT components were separated and measured individ-1044

ually [3, 18]. The specific activities as well as total activ-1045

ity budget of the PMTs is shown in Tab. VI.1046

Materials with smaller masses and smaller radioactiv-1047

ity were evaluated but not included into the model in1048

order to reduce complexity. The 14C content of the AV1049

acrylic was assayed with Accelerator Mass Spectrometry1050

at Ottawa University [20] to less than 0.022 Bq/kg C.1051

This amounts to a negligible contribution of < 12 Bq1052

in the whole AV. Other stainless steel components used1053

as connectors between LGs, FBs and PMTs account for1054

about 250 kg of stainless steel. This amounts to a total of1055

approximately 0.56 Bq of 226Ra, 0.51 Bq of 232Th, 1.3 Bq1056

of 40K and 4.1 Bq of 60Co. These components are sub-1057

dominant compared to the activity of the PMTs at about1058

the same distance to the LAr and subdominant compared1059

to the mass of the steel shell at a slightly larger distance.1060

Other materials such as insulating polyurethane foam be-1061

tween PMTs and steel shell were assayed but found to be1062

negligible with a total mass of about 80 kg.1063
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FIG. 7. Geant4 electronic recoil energy depositions in LAr for simulated background components scaled to counts per decay
or to counts per emitted radiogenic neutron in case of the γ-ray component “neutron PMT glass”.

FIG. 8. Top panel: The energy spectrum of the ER data (shaded gray) is plotted with the fit result with the individual model
components shown in thin colored lines and their sum in bold black. The linearized corrected PE variable is shown on the
top axis. Bottom panel: Residuals of data and MC model in percent. Green, yellow, and red belts denote 1, 2, and 3 σ,
confidence, respectively, according to the uncertainty used in the likelihood definition. Systematics effects on the energy scale
and resolution are not included as explained in the text.
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FIG. 9. Priors (red) and marginalized posterior distributions (blue) of free fit parameters. The blue diamond denotes the
global best fit value for this parameter. The red and blue triangles denote the median of the prior and posterior distribution,
respectively. In case of a posterior probability distinct from zero by 2σ, the gray shaded regions show the 1 and 2σ credibility
intervals, respectively and otherwise the 90% quantile is drawn in dark gray. Note that the whole parameter range is not
plotted; for flat priors the median indicates the center of that range.
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FIG. 10. Correlations between selected components in global fit. The scatter plots show the marginalized two-parameter
posterior activity distribution in Bq in which the color scale denotes the probability. The one dimensional plots show the prior
distribution in red and the marginalized single-parameter posterior distribution in blue. The colored triangles show the median
of these distributions, respectively and the diamond shows the global maxium.
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TABLE V. Screening results for dominant ER background components. Activities are reported with 1σ uncertainties. A 90%
confidence limit is placed when the measurement is below the background sensitivity of the detector.

Component Volumes Total mass 226Ra 232Th 40K 60Co
[kg] [mBq/kg] [mBq/kg] [mBq/kg] [mBq/kg]

acrylic vessel 1 643 ± 64 < 0.1 < 0.5 2.1 ± 1.8 -
light guide acrylic 255 3774 ± 377 < 0.1 < 0.3 < 1.1 -
filler block HDPE 486 2725 ± 273 0.4 ± 0.3 < 0.1 < 5.4 -
304 stainless steel 1 5012 ± 501 2.1 ± 1.1 1.9 ± 1.1 - 15.5 ± 1.7

TABLE VI. HPGe γ-spectroscopy screening results from screening and scaling of individual PMT components. The mass as
well as the specific activity and component activity are shown for the three primordial isotopes. For the 238U, the measured
activity of the lower chain (below 226Ra) is quoted. The uncertainty of the component activity and subtotals is the combination
from mass and specific activity uncertainty.

Component Mass [g] Specific activity [mBq/kg] Component activity [mBq]
226Ra 232Th 40K 226Ra 232Th 40K

Glass 741 ± 100 921 ± 34 139 ± 7 546 ± 66 683 ± 95 103 ± 15 405 ± 70
Ceramic 25.3 ± 2.5 979 ± 56 245 ± 28 13771 ± 1300 24.8 ± 2.9 6.2 ± 0.9 348 ± 48
Feedthrough 56.1 ± 5.6 1138 ± 60 430 ± 32 9497 ± 931 63.8 ± 7.2 24.1 ± 3.0 533 ± 75
Metal 120 ± 12 < 5.0 < 3.3 1148 ± 152 < 0.6 < 0.4 137 ± 23
PVC Mount 1080 ± 108 72 ± 5 18.6 ± 2.5 329 ± 48 77.5 ± 9.3 20.1 ± 3.4 356 ± 63
Total PMT 2022 ± 148 g 849 ± 96 153 ± 15 1779 ± 131

Total DEAP 516 ± 38 kg 216 ± 24 Bq 39 ± 4 Bq 454 ± 33 Bq


